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About This Game

Gameplay

At the core of Celestialpod is a unique physics based tentacle system that allows you to swing, pull, and grab your way through
rigorous challenges. Every ship poses new tests where you’ll need to master the use of your tentacles in order to stand a chance.

The robots will do anything they can to keep harvesting the Starfish, and will constantly invent new enemies to prevent you from
rescuing them. Overcome the hostile environments inside the ships of the robotic fleet and destroy them from the inside out!

Features

 Challenging physics based gameplay

 10 unique ships with specialized tools to kill you

 1 Boss created in your image
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 Upgrade system which empowers your squid

 Custom 2D-tentacle system

 Highly destructible environment

 Unique 2D art style, with parallaxing depth

The Story

Starting out as a Starfish yourself, one day a robotic fleet appears above your planet. In mere seconds they descend, capturing
every Starfish on the surface. While you’re locked in one of the cages another Starfish somehow manages to escape and frees

you. The two of you make it outside, but the defense system of the ship notices and takes aim. Your savior sees the danger and,
in an act of self-sacrifice, pushes you out of the way just in time. As they perish, the Starfish leaves you their remaining power.
The influx of Starfish energy changes your very DNA, turning you into a Squid-like creature. With their sacrifice fresh in your

mind you charge towards the fleet, determined to save the rest of the Starfish! // Defeat robotic enemies reminiscent of
forgotten species and discover the chilling reality of what could befall your friends.

A Little About How This Started

Dawn of the Celestialpod started development in early September 2017 as part of a Student Capstone project. Over the next
couple of months we built out and expanded upon the original concept. At the end of the semester we presented to the campus

faculty and game studio cohort in an effort to move on to Senior Production. We’re here because we made it through that
challenge, and over the past couple months have expanded upon the game immensely. We've gotten the game to the point where

we are comfortable releasing it to Steam, and can't wait for everyone to play it!
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Gao's voice is the meaning of life. By purchasing and watching this video you have now completed life. Congratulations!. This
game is basicly like SPAZ but, the first iteration of it. This may be worth buying if you like flying a spaceship around, mining,
and protecting the mothership. Though it is old and it should be a definet factor as to wanting to buy it or not.
It control well enough for its age, though the keyboard controls are odd.
I personaly recomend the game but, it is not for everyone.. Basically the browser game but with more features (more maps,
more weapons, more customization, play with friends). Not a big fan of the no regen health overtime though.. How hard can
something with the mechanics of bejewled as the battle mechanic be? Well, it turns out this is not an easy game, solving the
things it thows at you will need some thinking and careful listening.
It's impressively cute and girly, without ever making it feel bad. It's just how the Glitchwitch likes things and that's ok, that's
that, end of story. I really liked that bit.
It's a game about making friends, staying friends, about admiring the people around you without putting yourself down or being
starstruck. There is a bit of programmer/informatics humor in there, but I don't think not understanding it will detract much
from the overall game.
Read the flavor texts/.txt files.
Will recommend to any girl/woman I know.. This is a great game.. This is a very cool and user-friendly software for video
editing. There are a lot of features but they are still really easy to use. I consider myself as a beginner in the video editing world
but this software is the first one that I can properly use and get the results that I want in my videos (the other ones that I have
tried were much to complicated and I couldn’t get my expected results out). Therefore I can just strongly recommend Vegas
Movie Studio 15! Thanks for the awesome work!. love the map icons and directions. the graphics are good.
. Deeply broken game from 2000s, it starts off as a wonderful concept, but overall....
The bots are horribly low programmed, and pathed, the stealth system behaves very irregularly, and worst of all.
Mouses are oversensative in the game, making it feel like a cheesey console knock off.
It even does'nt seem to be mostly in a jungle after I played the 2nd mission.

However, I loved part of the song at the start of mission 1.
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Official Multiplayer Servers seems to be permanently down, seems also that you'll not find support form producers, so this
game isn't what it is promised to be. So if you search something like a multiplaying based on servers I suggest you to get
something different (I would point to Titan Quest).
That's a shame because multiplaying would have been great in this game.
There are also other bothering problems that you can ignore, like getting stuck in simple little rocks or can't jump down from
little heights or graphic that "is not the best". You still can use Lan multiplay, but you have to find someone every time, which
isn't so simple.. Lots of potential with an integrated map editor and solid multiplayer. It was good fun amongst friends. Seems to
be frequently updated with bug fixes and new content on the regular.

It's for those who like these types of games! surely it is worth the small price of admission. yah cheapos!. needs a update for
better speed and control support good game but to glitchy. it may look lame and stupid but trust me this game is fun
more of a time waster but still fun non the less.
grab it.

8.5/10. game. waste of money! Should be free! Or, you should get paid for playing this game.. AND, it does not work on
Windows 10...
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